Video Games Sales Analysis: A Data Science Approach
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Abstract: This paper aims to predict the top-selling video game sales in North America between 1983 and 2016. The dataset is collected from an internet platform known as Kaggle.com. The dataset was generated by vgchartz.com. Exploitation the dataset, the RStudio IDE tool and R-programming language are used for data cleaning, analysis, and representation. The machine learning algorithm used in this project is linear regression. Based on the Video Games Sales knowledge, it would be fascinating to know what area unit the required factors that make a game further successfully sold-out than others in North America. So, we’d would like to research what quite video games that area unit further successfully sold-out in North America. We have a tendency to tend to jointly would like to point the results of this Analysis in Associate in Nursing intuitive methodology by visualizing outcome victimization ggplot2 in R. In this project, we have a tendency to tend to require NA_Sales (North America sales) as response variable and specialize in operative predictions by analyzing the rest of variables inside the k video games sales data. The results can facilitate film companies to know the key of generating an advertisement success game.

Index Terms - North America, Kaggle, VGChartz, RStudio, R-programming, linear regression, gggplot2, NA_Sales.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this modern world, video games are contended by all age teams of indivisual. These video games are contended on a video screen (on television, computer). There are many video games based on platform and genre like WII, NES, GB, etc., and puzzle, racing, shooting; etc., respectively. Video games are released by a publisher like Activision, Nintendo, etc., across different platforms. Video games have become a major platform of entertainment especially for kids and is used for business purpose as well. The video games such as NFS, Call of Duty, Battlefield and many more have produced exceptional income for about two to three decades and still earning.

Predictive modeling has helped a loads of people and organizations. This data science has several techniques, simulations, and machine learning. The main purpose of this study to seek out the issue that ends up in high video selling games Sales in North America. The dataset has 16,598 of data, and 11 attributes. This dataset is created based on the data from www.vgchartz.com/gamedb/. Then RStudio is used to predict which factor leads to top video game sales in North America.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Machine Learning Algorithm

The ML algorithm is a logic that grasp one step ahead when exposed to more information/data. When ML is exposed to training data it produces model. To build a Model, the Machine Learning Algorithm used here Linear Regression (Supervised Learning). It predicts the output values based on the input data fed. This algorithm builds a model based on the training data produced and predicts the new data.

B. Dataset

The RStudio is used to import the dataset. Dataset can be in excel or in CSV format. The dataset is reviewed and normalized. Normalization is changing the value of numeric columns of the dataset to common values and fit into a specific range. The attributes of the dataset are shown in the figure.
Rank - Ranking of overall sales  
Name - The game's name  
Platform - Platform of the games release (i.e. PC, PS4, etc.)  
Year - Year of the game's release  
Genre - Genre of the game  
Publisher - Publisher of the game  
NA_Sales - Sales in North America (in millions)  
EU_Sales - Sales in Europe (in millions)  
JP_Sales - Sales in Japan (in millions)  
Other_Sales - Sales in the rest of the world (in millions)  
Global_Sales - Total worldwide sales

Figure: Attributes of Dataset

III. EXPERIMENT

This project/study uses a special video game sale dataset sold in different countries. This dataset is created by VGChartz.com. The RStudio is used to run an experiment. The RStudio is free, open-source and an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for R-language, used for statistical computing, programming, GUI, and Graphics. RStudio is most famous for Graphical capabilities, but in recent times it gained importance for analyzing data.

A. Data cleaning
At this stage, by using RStudio we import dataset and remove redundant, missing, duplicate, and unnecessary data for further processing. This stage is the most time-consuming stage in Data Science because to prevent wrongful prediction and get rid of the inconsistencies of data.

B. Data Exploration and Analysis
In this stage, we detect patterns, trends, and behavior in the data or dataset. This process makes further analysis easier because it excludes irrelevant data point and searches for no results data. It uses visualization which makes it easy to analyze. From our analysis, we concluded Platform attribute has mainly affected the Video Game Sales in North America.

1. Platform vs NA_Sales (North America)
2. Genre vs NA_Sales (North America)

3. Publisher vs NA_Sales (North America)

4. EU_Sales vs NA_Sales (North America)
5. JP_Sales vs NA_Sales (North America)

6. Other_Sales vs NA_Sales (North America)

7. Global_Sales vs NA_Sales (North America)
8. Scatterplot

So far we see that Platform of the videogame highly affects the sales of videogames in North America.

IV. DATA MODELING

From exploratory Analysis, platform attributes highly affected the sales in North America. To build a model, we use a linear regression model. Following steps show the building of the model;

Step 1: Creating Training and Testing data.
Step 2: Building the model on training data.
Step 3: Review the model

Step 4: Plotting Training data model using Library ggplot
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From information modeling, the p-value (0.00032) is less than the significance value (typically ≤ 0.05). So we have a statistically significant model. Also, R-Sq. and Adj R-Sq. squares measures comparative to the initial model engineered on full information. Therefore we can conclude prime mercantilism Video Games in North America based on the platform are

- GB
- NES
- Wii
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